
CORRESPONDENCE 

WRITING

Supporting leaders as builders





OVERVIEW

Effective writing is paramount in today’s workplace. A good report enables better decision-making,

problem-solving, and allows for easy communication of complex information to a selected audience.

With organisations likely to continue making difficult and unprecedented decisions that could have

long-term implications, it is essential that meeting minutes support efficient decision-making

processes. Being able to keep up, take concise notes, and cascade the relevant action points to the

right people are all critical skills that mid-level officers must master.

The Correspondence Writing for Government Professionals is a Writing Workshop designed for

government employees and contractors who want to improve their correspondence, including memo

writing, minute taking and email communication.

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this programme, you will be able to:

 Structure an agenda and set up effective and productive meetings

 Apply correct use of reported speech to minute- and note-taking

 Identify fundamental components of a memo and a memo writing plan

 Write with impact and capture your reader’s attention as well as identify and correct errors

 Write clear, well structured and professional emails

Venue:

Abuja, Lagos or as decided by the client

(in the case of custom trainings)

Duration:

3 days

Programme Fees*:₦ 250,000/Participant

*Fee covers tuition, case-studies, writing materials, refreshments and 

certificate of completion.

Programme dates and fees are 

subject to change.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

Programs are designed for senior-level executives in both functional and general management

positions. These leaders may be transitioning into new roles, looking to develop in a specific

functional area, or seeking to expand their leadership skills. They may manage teams or contribute

on an individual basis, managing or influencing stakeholders across an organisation.



MODULES

1.

Agenda

2.

Producing Minutes

3.

Writing Effective Memos

4.

Report Writing

5.

Proofreading and Editing 

Skills

6.

Email Etiquette




